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Abst rac t - -A  generalized vector variational inequality (GVVI) is considered. We establish the 
existence theorem for solutions of (GVVI) with H-convexity assumption. Our existence theorem 
extends that of Chen [1, Theorem 3.1] to the set-valued case. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
Recently, Giannessi [2] introduced the vector variational inequality in a finite dimensional Euclid- 
ean space. Since then, Chen et al. [1,3-6] have intensively studied vector variational inequalities 
for abstract spaces. Lee et al. [7] considered a generalized vector variational inequality for set- 
valued maps and obtained the existence theorem for this inequality with convexity assumptions, 
which is a generalization of the part (i) of [6, Theorem 2.1] and [8, Theorem 2.1]. 
In particular, Chen considered a vector variational inequality for a continuous mapping from 
an H-Banach space into the space of all linear continuous mappings, and obtained a existence 
theorem for his inequality with H-convexity assumptions [1, Theorem 3.1]. Our motivation of 
this paper is to extend the existence theorem of Chen [1, Theorem 3.1] to the result concerning 
set-valued maps. 
Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and T : X ~ 2 L(X'Y) be a set-valued map, where L(X,  Y )  is 
the space of all linear continuous mappings from X into Y and C a convex cone in Y such that 
int C ~ ¢ and C ~ Y, where int C denotes the interior of C. 
Let us consider a generalized vector variational inequality (GVVI): 
(GVVI) .  Find x0 e X such that (s,x - x0) ~ - in tC  for all s E T(xo) and all x E X, where 
(s, y) denotes the evaluation of the linear mapping s at y. 
When T is a mapping from X into L(X,  Y) ,  (GVVI) reduces to the following vector variational 
inequality (VVI) considered by Chen [1]: 
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(VVI) .  Find x0 E X such that (T(x0), x " x0} ¢ - in t  C for all x c X. 
When Y = ~ and C = ~+, (GVVI) becomes the following variational inequality (VI): 
(VI).  Find xo E X such that infseT(xo)(s,x -- Xo) >_ 0 for all x C X. 
In this paper, we establish the existence theorem for solutions of (GVVI) with H-convexity 
assumptions. Our existence result extends that of Chen [1, Theorem 3.1] to the set-valued case. 
Now we give some definitions concerning the H-space, H-convexity and H-KKM theorem [9] 
for the proof of our Theorem 2.1 in Section 2. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let  E be a topological vector space and S a subset of  E .  Then S is said to 
be contractible i f  there are a point x E S and a continuous function g : S x [0, 1] --* S such that 
g(x' ,  O) = x I and g(x ~, 1) = x for all x' • S. 
REMARK 1.1. Any convex subset of a topological vector space is contractible. 
DEFINITION 1.2. An H-space is a pair (E, {FA}), where E is a topological vector space, and 
{FA} is a given fami ly of  nonempty  contractible subsets of  E,  indexed by the finite subsets A 
of  E such that A C A ~ implies F A C F A,. 
Let (E, {FA}) be an H-space. A subset D of E is called H-convex (or weakly H-convex) if for 
every finite subset A of D, FA C D (or FA ~ D is nonempty and contractible). 
A subset K of E is called H-compact if for every finite subset A of E, there exists a compact, 
weakly H-convex subset D of X, such that K O A C D. A set-valued map F : E --* 2 E is said to 
be an H-KKM map if for every finite subset A of E, FA C Uz~AF(X) .  
REMARK 1.2. Let E be a Hausdorff topological vector space. For every finite subset A of E, we 
put l~d = ConvA, where ConvA is the convex hull of A. Then (E, {FA}) is an H-space. Every 
convex subset of E is H-convex and any nonempty compact convex subset of E is H-compact.  
THEOREM 1.1. (H -KKM THEOREM). Let  (E,{FA}) be an H-space and F : E - - *  2 E an 
H-KKM map such that 
(a) for each x • E,  F (x )  is compact ly  closed; that  is, BNF(x)  is closed in B for every compact 
subset B o fF ;  
(b) there exist a compact subset L o f f  and an H-compact  subset K o fF  such that  for each 
weakly  H-convex subset D o f f  with K C D, NxeD(F(x )  A D) C L. 
Then NxeEF(X)  ~ ¢. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let  X be a Banach space. Then (X, {I~A}) is said to be an H-Banach space i f  
(X, {FA}) is an H-space. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let  X ,  Y be two Banach spaces, F : X ~ 2 Y a set-valued map and x • X .  
Then F is said to be lower semicontinuous at x • X i f  Xn --* x, xn • X for all n and y • F (x )  
imp ly  that  there exists Yn • F (xn)  for all n such that Yn --~ Y. 
2. EX ISTENCE THEOREMS WITH 
H-CONVEXITY  ASSUMPTIONS 
Now we prove the existence theorem for the generalized vector variational inequality (GVVI). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let  (X, {FA}) be an.H-Banach space and Y a Banach space with a convex cone C 
such that  int C # ¢ and C # Y .  Let  T : X -~ 2 L(X'Y) be a lower semicontinuous set-valued map 
such that 
(i) for each y • X ,  By = {x • X : there exists s • T (y)  such that ( s ,x  - y) • - in t  C} is 
H-convex  or empty;  
(ii) there exists a compact subset L of  X and an H-compact  subset K of  X such that  for each 
weakly H-convex subset D of  X with K c D, 
{y•D:  ( s ,x -y )  ¢ - in tC fora l l s•T(y )  and a l lx•D}aL .  
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Then the generalized vector variational inequality (GVVI) is solvable. 
PROOF. Define a set-valued map F : X ~ 2 X by for any x E X, 
F(x)  = {y e X : <s ,x -  y> ¢ - in tC  for all s E T(y)}.  
We first prove that F is an H-KKM map on X. Suppose that F is not an H-KKM map on X. 
Then there exists a finite subset A of X such that FA is not a subset of UxeAF(X). Thus there 
exists z 6 FA such that for each x 6 A, there exists s 6 T(z) such that (s ,x -z> E --int C. Hence, 
A C Bz. Since Bz is H-convex, FA C Bz. Since z 6 FA, z E Bz and hence there exists s E T(z) 
such that (s, z - z) 6 - in t  C. Thus 0 e - in t  C, but this contradicts C # Y. Therefore, F is an 
H-KKM map on X. Next we prove that for any x 6 X, F(x) is closed. Indeed, let {Yn} be a 
sequence in F(x)  converging to y, E X. By the lower semicontinuity of T, for any s, E T(y,) ,  
there exists sn E T(yn) for all n such that the sequence {s~} converges to s, E L(X,  Y).  Since 
Yn E F(x)  for all n, we have 
<s,~, x - Yn> q~ - in t  C. (1) 
Moreover, we have 
I I<s . ,  x - y .>  - <s . ,x  - y .> l l  = I I<sn,  y .  - y .>  + <8.  - s . ,~  - y .> l l  
< I I<s . ,y .  -y ,~>l l  + I I<sn-  s . ,~-  ~.>11 
-< I Is. I I  I ly. - ynll + I Is .  - s . I I  I1~ - y. l l .  
Since {sn} is bounded in L(X ,Y ) ,  <sn,x - Yn> converges to (s . ,x  - y.>. By (1), <s.,x - y.> ¢ 
- in t  C. Thus y. e F(x),  and hence, F(x) is closed. Therefore, the condition (a) of Theorem 
1.1 holds. Fhrthermore, we can easily see that from the assumption (ii) of Theorem 2.1, the 
condition (b) of Theorem 1.1 holds. Thus, by Theorem 1.1, [-)~exF(x) # ¢ and hence, there 
exists x0 E X such that (s, x - x0> ~ - in t  C for all s E T(xo) and all x E X. 
By Theorem 2.1, we can obtain the following theorem [1, Theorem 3.1]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (X, {FA} ) be an H-Banach space and Y a Banach space with convex cone 
C such that int C # ¢ and C # Y. Let T : X -~ L(X,  Y )  be a continuous mapping such that 
(i) for each y E X ,By  = {x E X : (T(y), x - y} E - in t  C} is H-convex or empty; 
(ii) there exist a compact subset L of X and an H-compact subset K of X such that for each 
weakly H-convex subset D of X with K c D, 
{y6D:<T(y) ,x -y> ~- in tC fora l lx6D}cL .  
Then the vector variational inequality (VVI) is solvable. 
By Theorem 2.1, we can obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (X, {FA}) be an H-Banach space with the topological dual X* and T : X --* 
2 x• a lower semicontinuous set-valued map such that 
(i) for each fl 6 X ,  B~ = {x E X : there exists s E T(y) such that <s, x - fl) < 0} is H-convex 
or empty; 
(ii) there exist a compact subset L of X and an H-compact subset K of X such that for each 
weakly H-convex subset D of X with K C D, 
{y6D: s6T(y)inf <s,x-- y> _>0, for all x E D} C L. 
Then the variational inequality (VI) is solvable. 
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